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� e Tintaló Association

� e Tintaló Association was founded by Katalin Sipos and Péter Sisak in 2005 in Kecskemét. In 2006 
Angéla Kolozsi joined the team, with whom in various forms, but since then there is continuous working 
relationship. From the very beginning, the association deals with creation of interactive games and 
puppet performances. � e kid-sized Tintaló Circus, with its mechanical puppets evokes the beginning 
of the last century, has been playing allover the world with great success since May 2006. � eir puppetry 
performances (such as “I Don’t Want to Be A Witch anymore”, or “� e Zsiga Colorist Paints”) were 
featured at the most prestigious national festivals and they won prizes. All of their productions can be 
travelled, and most of them can be understood anywhere in the world, so the Tintaló Association is 
welcomed by puppet and street theatre festivals, outdoor events both domestically and abroad.
� e association is constantly looking for the unusual forms of appearance of the puppet theater, and this 
experimental work resulted  the automated theater, Circus Mechanicus, which has been being made for 
about a decade. � eir latest production is No Fishing Permitted!, which is a puppet and live play based 
on burlesque elements.

No Fishing Permitted!

Text: András Veres
Music: Dániel Takács
Professional consultant: Rita Bartal Kiss, Angéla Kolozsi, András Veres, Domokos Kovács
Director: Collective Arrangement
Designer: Katalin Sipos, Péter Sisak
Actors: Katalin Sipos, Péter Sisak

Are you free? If you go on holiday, then you surely are - we might think ...
Our angling hero wants to get rid of the fatigue near an empty lighthouse on an abandoned beach: he thinks 
this is where no one would disturb him and where he does not bother anyone.
� ere is only one “No Fishing” sign that disturbs the idyll: the area seems to be uninhabited for a long time, 
so our hero ignores the sign. But the spirit of the place takes a dim view of that - and the long-awaited 
vacation turns into a nightmare in a blink of an eye.
Angler in a real mess - a witty burlesque with no language limitations: all over the world, for all members 
of the family!

Recommended from 4 years of age!
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